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We are a guild of gamers who are passionate about P2E. We 
aim to empower our guild members to enjoy all the benefits 
as they explore the vast emergent socialfi ecosystem.

RankerDAO is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) that wants 
to enable our collective community of crypto adopters to gain access to the 
biggest trend of blockchain-based activities from various verticals. 

Within the DAO, we have Guild of Gamers who congregate around our 
gaming sub-guild, who truly understands the desire of each and every 
video game players from every generations – to P2E. 

More than that, we want to empower our guild members to get the full 
benefits of their membership of the guild through innovative concepts 
taken through the emergent socialfi ecosystem.

The DAO currently owns 1000+ gaming NFTs, and have enabled our 
community to P2E in the biggest games in crypto, however, in the future, 
the participants of the DAO may vote on how we want to expand our 
portfolio, be it metaverses, sports NFTs, works of arts, etc. 
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Step-by-step guide to P2E
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with peers
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exclusive NFTs
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Be a coach and earn
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Vote for our next 
collection of NFTs!
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Guild Members Plays P2E 
Games

P2E Games Yield

Yield goes to operational 
costs and DAO Treasury

DAO Treasury used to 
expand the inventory for 
Guild Members to play
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DAO Exlusive
1v1 Sessions

DAO Voting For NFT
Assets Acquisition,
In-House Events,
Event Rewards

DAO Exclusive
Coaching

DAO Exclusive
Tournaments

Reward For
Completing
Guild Quests

DAO Exlusive
NFT Minting

DAO Exlusive
NFT Minting

Cross Guild
Tournaments

NFT Requests

Play and
Interact With
Invited KOLs

Use $RANKER tokens to mint 
your guild badge and unlock 

access to the DAO!

rankerdao t.me/rankerdao @RankerDAO discord.gg/rankerdao
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DAO Proposals

Coach-to-earn

Contribute to 
DAO inventory
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NFT Inventory 

Guild Badge NFT

Guild Badge Staking

DAO HQ in
a metaverse

NFT Launchpad

NFT Rentals

Stream-to-earn

Automatic Distribution
for Scholars

statistics

$6,390,000

RankerDAO is projected to earn a 
total yield of 6,390,000 USD

$3,800,000

RankerDAO is projected to 
distribute $3,800,000 USD to its 

scholars this year

1500+

RankerDAO has received over 1500+ 
Scholarship applications

secured

RankerDAO has secured partners 
with other pre-released games and 

will always look to grow 
RankerDAO’s inventory of NFTs
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